Create Consistent and Predictable Income in
Your Coaching Business with The Revenue on
Repeat Video Training Series and:
Learn the three types of leveraged offers that allow you to work with
more clients, in less hours AND actually make MORE
money...consistently
Discover your path of least resistance to revenue on repeat-- without
launching all the time or being on social media 24/7
Uncover your unique cash-ﬂow formula: exactly what you need to sell, at
what price points and how many people you need to get in front of to
guarantee results

VIDEO 1: The Cash Flow Formula for Consistent Five Figure
Months
Watch and Discover:
☆ The backwards funnel - why everything you’ve been taught about low
priced or entry level offers is WRONG
☆ How to create continuous and predictable cash ﬂow month after month literally walking into each month with at least 5 ﬁgures in expected income
☆ How to eliminate the need to launch every month and be on social
media 24/7
☆ The easy formula to ﬁgure out how big your audience size needs to be
to guarantee you hit your targets every time
☆3 types of offers you need in your coaching business to ensure
consistency and cashﬂow!
WATCH HERE >>

VIDEO 2: Finding Your Feel Good Marketing Method
Today is all about the Feel Good Marketing Method and the shocking facts
about launching.
Some of what I will cover in this video:
☆ How to choose to right platform for you + how many places you should
actually be focused on
☆ How to create zero resistance when it comes to marketing and sales
☆ How to determine what marketing methods are designed for your unique
strengths
☆Is launching right for you?
☆ How to create and keep consistency in your marketing and promotions

WATCH HERE >>

VIDEO 3: Your Mindset Model: The Identity, Energetics and
Belief Required for Consistent 5 Figure Months
☆The high ticket mindset
☆My Secret Weapon to 70 consecutive multiple ﬁve ﬁgure cash months
☆ How to get off of the launch roller coaster
☆ How to fall in love with sales so clients and money come effortlessly to
you
☆ How to overcome the launch blues and keep going no matter what it
looks like is happening
☆ Why your current income is just a habit and why just enough is NEVER
enough
⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀
WATCH HERE >>

VIDEO 4: The Legacy Triad/C3 Master Class - When You Have
These 3 Things, You Never Have To Worry About Money
Again
Watch and discover:
☆ How to walk the talk and be in alignment with who you actually are.
☆ How to make offers, marketing, sharing and showing up EASY
☆ The key to consistent cash ﬂow in your business
☆ What people are actually buying when they invest in your coaching/
services
☆ How to become someone that stops people in their social media scroll

WATCH HERE >>

⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀

VIDEO 5: Pricing Workshop + Live Offer Tear Downs
If you’ve ever wondered why people are chomping at the bit to buy your
offers, even when you know it’s a good deal,
Watch as I:
☆ Breakdown people’s offers in real time and give my personal guidance
on improving the offers
☆ Share my method for always ﬁnding the RIGHT price for your offers
☆ How to overcome your worthiness hangups and charge accordingly

WATCH HERE >>

If you want consistent income YOUR WAY
If you want to become fully unﬁltered, consistent, have cash
ﬂow and create undeniable conﬁdence, the Level Up Lab is
open for enrollment: jennscalia.com/level-up

LET’S MAKE IT HAPPEN

DETAILS, SUCCESS STORIES & SIGN UP HERE >>

